
Cub Area Camp Impeesa 
Spring 2006 
 
Date: Friday May 26th to Sunday May 28th

Location: Whispering Pines Scout Camp 
 
The 1st Merrickville Cub Pack is pleased to introduce the 2006 Valley Hi
camp! The Cubs will be spending the weekend in platoons as they wind
good time, each Cub will receive a rubber band gun, an identity disc, an
 
Activities 
 

Aerial Runway (Zip line) 
Need to escape from the enemy in a hurry? Jump on the seat a
bullet! 

 
Stretcher Carry 

Your buddy is injured? Need to get him out of the line of fire? C
race it out of danger. Beware of the incoming projectiles…. 

 
Semaphore 

Need to talk to your buddies without anyone hearing you? Learn
platoon in search of the enemy. Decode the secret messages. 
 

Stealth Hunt 
Can you sneak up on the enemy without being seen or heard? 
make yourself disappear. Sneak attacks and all! 
 

Dog Tags 
If worse comes to worse, we need to know who you are. Make y
 

Field Gun Race 
Direct from the Royal Tournament in the United Kingdom. Work
the parts around the obstacles, send it across a miniature aeria
it to the finish line. May the best platoon win! 
 

Weaponry 
Privates can’t train for the army without weapons practice. Lear
knowledge to the test on the target range. 
 

Assault Course 
Are you in good enough shape to run circles around the enemy
your mettle on our assault course. Elements will include a comm
crawl under, and a scramble net to climb over. Just wait for the 
 

Ration Pack Lunch 
Learn what it’s like to eat in the field. Every bite is a surprise! 
 

Capture the Flag 
Each platoon battling for supremacy in this war of attrition. 
 

Formal Campfire 
Enjoy and participate with songs and skits. Entertain us all. 
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Aerial Runway 
 

   
 
Field Gun Race 
 
 Note that the Impeesa setup will not be quite so elaborate, but the idea will be the same. 
 

        
 
 
Example Ration Pack                                                                     Rubber Band Gun 
 

 


